
Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) users aim to cut costs and gain agility by migrating to the Cloud.
Leveraging your investments in Oracle EBS technology now means choosing a cloud partner that
brings both technical expertise and proven support systems. 

CherryRoad offers a full spectrum of managed cloud service environments including private, public,
and hybrid clouds, to support your required business outcomes.

Accelerate innovation and improve operational flexibility, with CherryRoad EBS hosting solutions
customized for your unique business landscape. Get end-to-end Oracle EBS application expertise,
cloud migration, and managed services.

ORACLE EXADATA

Trust the
Experts to
Manage your
EBS on Cloud 

CherryRoad Enterprise Cloud
Offers you the optimal cloud strategy for your EBS Workloads

The fastest Oracle database platform with KVM support offering
ultra-low latency, faster reads, a higher transaction rate, more
memory, and capacity.

TIER 3 DATA CENTERS
CherryRoad protects and manages your EBS workloads in world-class
facilities. You receive enterprise-grade reliability, performance, and
compliance without any risk.

EBS EXCELLENCE

CherryRoad has 300+ Oracle-certified consultants along with ACE
director and EBS book authors onboard. Our EBS team manages
hundreds of EBS implementations.
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Specialized - Private cloud configured by a team of experts specifically for EBS environments
Secure - Proactive 24x7 monitoring and compliant military-grade data encryption
Scalable - Flexible scale-up and/or scale-out configurations 
Cost-effective - Monthly operational expenditures (OPEX) fees for managed hosting services

Benefits of Managed EBS in the CherryRoad Cloud

Why Move to Managed CherryRoad Cloud?
Moving to an Oracle  E-Business Suite Managed Cloud solution takes you out of the hosting
and maintenance business, freeing your resources for high-impact initiatives.

Say goodbye to hardware upgrades. CherryRoad Cloud offers you the agility to innovate
faster with rapid commissioning/decommissioning of systems. Stay current on patches and
updates with automation-driven support. And put an end to the operational silos between
infrastructure and AppDBAs.

CherryRoad EBS Hosting & Managed Services Framework

Some Client Love
"Knowing the system is functional, stable, and compliant is of paramount importance, an arduous task that CherryRoad
Technologies has taken on with commendable professionalism and grace. I’ve come to fully trust their decisions, work
ethic, and reliability. Their service tends to exceed what I’d expect from a technical software support company.” 
Jason Roberts, Colorado DHS Settlement Accounting Manager

Who Trusts Us?
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